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Microsoft( Visual Basic( FUNdamentals is a fun, new approach to teaching one of the most
widely used programming languages in the world. This book, designed for use in a beginning
semester course at the high school level, teaches Visual Basic programming using a problem-
solving approach. In each chapter, major programming concepts such as repetition, decision
structures, and sequential processing are taught with real world examples. There is a strong
emphasis on comments and good programming styleþ throughout the book. The chapter
projects, which are a combination of business-related projects (such as checkbook record
storage) and entertainment projects (such as tic tac toe), all require knowledge, planning, and
testing, and will challenge students' critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. The
supplementary Teacher's Manual includes student objectives, teaching suggestions, answers to
review questions, as well as teaching suggestions and evaluation strategies for exercises and
projects. A Solutions Disk included in the Teacher's Manual provides solutions to all chapter
exercises and projects. A test bank is also included on the Solutions Disk.

From School Library JournalGr 6-9-It's not a leap to assume that most kids and teens today
have interacted with some kind of software on a computer, tablet, phone, or video game. As the
series title indicates, code is powerful. These books introduce readers to programming
languages, such as Ruby and Python, as well as software that teaches programming, including
Alice and Hackety Hack. Don't confuse these with tutorial guides, though; students won't learn
"how to" from these books. They function more like extended, in-depth reviews, giving readers
some background on the program or language in addition to practical advice on how to get
started. A glossary, bibliography, and list of online resources make each book an especially
useful resource for any library serving aspiring coders.α(c) Copyright 2014. Library Journals
LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.
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The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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